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Trial part 1 complete with apparently good safety
profile for FG001

Management announced Friday afternoon that lead
product FG001 was found safe and to have lit up brain
tumours in 25 of 27 pts in part 1 of its phase 1�2 trial. With
an optimal dose now selected, the next step will be to
optimise dose timing, so management expects part 2 (the
efficacy part) of the trial to begin in Q1�22, as previously
guided. We have yet to see safety data, but, overall, it
appears to be about as good a result as one could hope for.
Small positive.

An important step in the right direction

We note that the two patients whose cancers did not light up were treated

with the lower doses, so in our view, this is not of concern. Indeed, it is

promising that of the two brain cancers that were not glioblastoma, both also

lit up, suggesting broader utility of FG001 in brain cancers than we had

initially anticipated.



Overview of data from part 1 of the phase 1�2 trial of FG001

Source: Company data

We note that, as a rule, adverse events will always have been reported in

clinical trials, so although it may have been determined that FG001 is safe,

investors should hold off on full judgement on the trial results until they have

at least been published.

Source: SEB
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Methodology
Final consideration as to any valuations, projections and forecasts contained

in this report are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are

subject to contingencies and uncertainties, and their inclusion in this report

should not be regarded as a representation or warranty by or on behalf of the
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